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Investing with passion
‘emotion,
fascination,
perfection’

W

ealthy
individuals
are putting
passion
into their
investment portfolios – the days
when they were only filled with
cash, bonds and shares are long
gone. Today, alternative assets
such as property, classic cars,
Chinese artefacts and fine wine
play an increasingly vital role in
contributing to the overall value
of someone’s wealth.
Since the financial crisis,
volatile markets and record-low
interest rates have increased
demand for more diverse
investments and driven interest
in many physical assets that
have intrinsic value, particularly
where supply is limited. This has
pushed up the prices of many socalled alternative investments.
The Coutts Index has been
created to measure these assets
in terms of performance, cost
and currency. But while many
alternatives have provided fairly
spectacular returns, there is more
to investing in these assets than

Mohammad Kamal Syed
Head of Strategic Solutions | Coutts
price appreciation. For many
people, profit is furthest from
their mind.
My passions, for instance, are
classic cars, classic watches and
antique jewellery. They give me
an emotional connection to the
past, while I am fascinated by
their individuality, craftmanship
and perfection.
Indeed, for many ultra-highnet-worth individuals, it is
less about investing and more
about purchasing – purchasing
assets driven by their emotions.
The benefit is more than just
profit. Owners can bond with

The idea of someone
paying $50m for an
uncomfortable old
car and a noisy engine,
seems illogical. In
many ways it is. But the
Happiness such a car can
bring is immeasurable

coutts index

Photography: Sotheby’s

Shakyamuni Buddha from the Ming Dynasty

like-minded people in an elite
network, with assets offering
escapism and a chance to
re-enact history.
Passion assets can be used
by parents as a subtle way to
connect with their children on
family financial matters – taking
them on a classic car rally in a
rare convertible driving across the
South of France is more appealing
than work experience in an office.
Over the past decade, classic
cars have been the standout
performer. But other alternatives

that have been in high demand
include diamonds and jewellery,
particularly those commissioned
by a luxury brand, with
provenance and a history
of famous owners. History has
a value – it can’t be replicated.
Rarity is also a valuable
characteristic of passion
investments. After all, if you
have huge amounts of wealth you
can always commission another
superyacht, but you can’t buy
another Treskilling Yellow, one of
the world’s rarest stamps. This
gives added kudos for those who
own a one-of-its-kind item, be it a
Chinese vase, a pink diamond
or a stamp. It is why price
appreciation is often
viewed as an added
bonus but this view
is beginning to turn.
Values have risen
so significantly that
many collectors are
now questioning
whether it is time
to take some
profits from their
assets. Not that

this presents much of an issue
for those with genuine passion
investments.
In fact, it might prove more
challenging for them to remain
detached enough to recognise
the investment potential in their
passion, and to sell when the time
is right. The reason? There is one
thing that the Coutts Index, for all
its robustness, can’t measure
– and that is happiness.
The idea of someone paying
$50m for an uncomfortable old
car, with windows that don’t
work and a noisy engine, seems
illogical. In many ways it is. But
the happiness such a car can bring
is immeasurable.

Ferrari 250 GT Interim
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The numbers
Coutts Index
The Coutts Index measures the financial value of
‘passion assets’ held by high- and ultra-high-net-worth
individuals.
We believe our Index provides the global benchmark
for monitoring these asset classes. Its aim is quickly to
become the market standard for summarising the
global performance of passion assets.
The Index, which has been created in conjunction
with Fathom Consulting, will evolve over time to
reflect changing market trends and capture emerging

200

categories of passion investment. But it will always
strive to maintain the highest degree of rigour
and transparency.
We understand that wealthy individuals own and
acquire passion investments primarily because they
are attractive assets, inspirational and have emotional
attachment. However, their investment performance
is difficult to ignore. The Index rose by 2.8% during
the first six months of 2013 and has risen by 77% since
the beginning of 2005.

Coutts Index
2005=100, in local currency
Cost-adjusted Coutts Index

Source: Fathom Consulting

150

100

2005
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2011
							

2012

2013
(30 June 2013)

coutts index

Index Components
Construction of the Index
The Coutts Index* captures the price
return in local currency (net of the
holding costs) of 15 passion assets across
two broad categories: trophy property and
alternative investments.
Alternative investments can be further
broken down into fine art, collectibles
and precious items. Trophy properties are
divided into prime residential properties
in ten global capitals and leisure
properties in the most desirable leisure
locations associated with these capitals.

The Coutts index
has risen by

77

since the beginning
of 2005

Fine art
Impressionist & Modern
Old Master & 19th Century
Post-war & Contemporary
Traditional Chinese
Sculpture

Collectibles

4.2
4.2%
4.2%
4.2%
4.2%
%

Precious items
Jewellery
Watches

%

Fine Wine
Stamps & Coins
Classic Cars
Rugs and Carpets
Rare Musical Instruments

4.2%
4.2%
4.2%
4.2%
4.2%

Trophy property

4.2
4.2%
%

Billionaire Properties
Leisure Properties

25%
25%

* Totals may not equal 100% due to rounding
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The numbers
Fine art

Collectibles

The Fine Art category measures the financial
performance of the most sought-after schools:
Impressionist and Modern Art, Old Master &
19th Century Art, Post-war and Contemporary Art,
Traditional Chinese Works of Art, and Sculpture.
The price return of four of the five categories
has been similar – prices fell during the global
recession and have barely recovered since then.
The outstanding performance has come from
Traditional Chinese Works of Art, almost doubling
in value since 2008. These works are in increasing
demand as the ultra-high-net-worth section of the
Chinese population expands.

The category of Collectibles comprises five
classifications of items: Fine Wine, Stamps &
Coins, Classic Cars, Rugs & Carpets and Rare
Musical Instruments. Fine Wine and Classic Cars
have both posted extremely strong price returns
over the past seven years, with cars recovering
strongly during the first half of 2013, after
falling in 2012. Stamps & Coins have more than
doubled in value since 2005, maintaining a strong
performance, while Rugs & Carpets and Rare
Musical Instruments have barely moved in price
since 2005.

Fine Art
Cost-adjusted index, 2005=100, LCU

300

Collectibles
Cost-adjusted index, 2005=100, LCU

400

Post-war & Contemporary
Impressionist & Modern

250

350

Sculpture

200

Classic Cars
Fine Wine

Old Master & 19th Century

300

Traditional Chinese
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250

Coins
Stamps
Rare Musical Instruments
Rug and Carpet

200

150

150
100
50

100
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50

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

(30 June 2013)

(30 June 2013)

Fine Art

Collectibles

The standout performer in the fine art space is the Traditional Chinese
Works of Arts sector, which rose by 162.7% between 2005 and 30 June
2013. The stellar performance highlights the emergence of wealthy Asians
in the passion investing arena in recent years. Read more on page 38.

Of all the alternative investments we examined for the Index, Classic
Cars have returned the most since 2005 and: rising by 257%, outpacing
all other investments by more than 80 percentage points over the sevenand-a-half-year timeframe. Read more on page 14.

163%

Chinese Art

257%

Classic Cars

coutts index

Precious items

Trophy property

Precious items include Jewellery and Classic
Watches. Jewels and Classic Watches have almost
tripled in price since 2005. Both classifications
lost value during the global recession, but their
price return before and after was extremely
strong.

The Coutts Index incorporates a real estate
component supplied by Savills World Research.
Trophy property comprises ‘billionaire’
residential properties in the ten prime global
city locations and ‘leisure’ properties in the
world’s most desirable leisure destinations
associated with these cities. Both measures
lost value in the run-up to the global recession,
but billionaire property values have risen
strongly since, with leisure properties more than
recovering the ground they lost.

Trophy Property
Cost-adjusted index, 2005=100, LCU

Precious Items
Cost-adjusted index, 2005=100, LCU

350

200

Watches

Billionaire Properties

Jewellery

300

Leisure Properties

250
150
200

100

100

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
(30 June 2013)
(30
June 2013)

(30June
June 2013)
2013)
(30

Precious Items

Trophy Property

Classic Watches have proved they can stand the test of time, rising by
176% from 2005 to 30 June 2013. Jewels returned 146% in comparison.
Read more on pages 24 and 30.

The Billionaire Index rose 100% from 2005 to 30 June 2013. Read more
on page 18.

176%

100%

Classic Watches

Billionaire Property
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Source: Fathom Consulting / Savills / Mei Moses / Artprice / Stanley Gibbons and Liv-ex
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The numbers
complemeNtary
investment
therapy
Gayle Schumacher
Head of Investment Office | Coutts

O

ver the past seven
and a half years,
the Coutts Index
(based in USD)
has risen by
82% – over the same period, the
MSCI All Country Equity Index
has risen by 53%. The Coutts
Index proved resilient during the
2008/09 recession, when many
financial assets collapsed. Capital
markets have, in contrast, enjoyed
a rollercoaster ride, with sharp
upwards and downwards moves
over the same period. Is the lesson
to invest in real and enjoyable
assets clear-cut?
The answer is, we believe,
more nuanced. Owning enjoyable
assets as investments can make
sense financially as part of a more

Owning
enjoyable
assets as
investments
can make sense
financially as
part of a more
diversified
portfolio

diversified portfolio. However, they
suffer from a number of drawbacks:
they are illiquid, have especially
high unit costs and are distinct in
terms of their performance.
You cannot pay your bills using
a tenth of a Matisse. You cannot
buy a quarter of a Ferrari Daytona
– at least not if you want to drive
it. And there is no such thing as
a ‘typical’ house.
Your capital markets portfolio,
made up of traditional assets
such as equities and bonds,
adds liquidity, accessibility and
diversification. The events
of the past five years are also
mercifully rare so are unlikely to
be a good guide to future relative
performance.

2005=100, USD

Coutts Index

200
200

Global Equities
Global Government Bonds

Source: Fathom Consulting
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the
exchange
factor
it is even better if their price has
also increased. We can therefore
restate the Index into specific
currencies to illustrate what
has happened to financial values.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, given the
important role of the dollar, even in
the art, car or jewellery worlds, the
picture for a dollar-based index is
much the same over the past eight
years as the local currency index.
The same is true for euro-based
investors. Sterling-based investors,
whose currency has weakened
sharply, would have seen the
greatest gains.
Put simply, when the currency
is devaluing, having some assets
abroad makes sense. This lesson
on diversification holds good when
collecting, as well as investing.

the price
of foreign
currency
makes a big
impact on the
affordability
of our
purchases

Currency Impact on Coutts Index
Cost adjusted index, 2005=100 in main currencies

250
200
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GBP
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100
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scar Wilde defined
a cynic as “a man
who knows the
price of everything
and the value of
nothing”. The same jibe has been
thrown at economists and, no
doubt, bankers. The main reason
to own a work of art is that it is
aesthetically pleasing. A bottle
of wine is only as useful as the
pleasure it brings when drunk.
In developing the Coutts Index,
we were cautious to avoid allowing
the world of foreign exchange and
financial markets to dominate the
picture that would emerge when
looking at items whose primary
purpose was enjoyment.
We have avoided superimposing
a currency translation impact on
the Coutts Index, preferring to
include each component in its local
currency. In this way, the findings
that emerge better reflect the
experience of ownership, rather
than what might be shown on a
balance sheet.
However, the price of foreign
currency makes a big impact on
the affordability of our purchases.
Whether you are buying classic cars
in dollars or a London super prime
residence in sterling, the exchange
rate does matter. And as bankers,
we are conscious that even when
we buy things mainly for pleasure,

Quentin Marshall
Head of Advisory | Coutts

Classic Cars
driving up
the returns
on
classic cars
Classic car expert Quentin Willson rejected an offer for
his Jaguar E-Type, that would have netted him a profit
of £135,000. Why? Let him explain

I

’ve just had a call
from a man trying to
persuade me to part
with my 1961 Jaguar
E-Type for £150,000.
Ten years ago I paid
£15,000 for it. But
no, I’m not selling
– not yet, anyway. Getting a
decent return on capital on many
investments hasn’t been easy of
late, but the classic car market
is on a massive roll. I know my
E-Type will carry on appreciating.
Selling now would be crazy.
Over the past five years, classic
cars have outperformed virtually
every other market commodity –
and then some. They are a new
class of asset – mobile, glamorous,
irreplaceable, highly liquid. It’s
an investment for high-net-worth
individuals who just love mucking
about with classic cars. Events
like the Goodwood Revival, where
billions of pounds-worth of cars
gather and owners fly in by private
jet, have brought a new and
rarefied elegance to a hobby once
populated by lonely men with

beards and body hygiene issues.
If you had bought a 1970s
Ferrari Daytona for £50,000 in
2003, it would be worth £250,000
today. A 1960s Aston Martin DB5
bought for £60,000 a decade ago
would now command £350,000.
Even prices of relatively recent
classics have gone stratospheric.
Your accountant would have
frowned when in 1986 you told
him you were paying £73,000
for a new Ferrari 288 GTO. But
it would have been a good call
– today that same car would be
worth close to £1m.
The question is whether the
classic car market has peaked.
I’ve been wondering whether the
bubble will burst ever since prices
started to rise in 2009. But they
have kept on rising and were up
27% in the first half of 2013.
In the early dark days of the
recession there was an element
of lifestyle escapism in buying
glam and swoopy motors. Money
wasn’t earning any interest and
classic cars seemed like a welcome
diversion from the gloom. Yet in

coutts index

Quentin Willson
Journalist, presenter and motoring expert

1961 Jaguar E-Type 3.8 / Photography: Richard Pardon © 2013

the past four years prices haven’t
eased back at all.
Even relatively ordinary classics
are now showing yearly gains of
20%, and some rarer vehicles as
much as 50%. In December, Ringo
Starr’s 1964 Facel Vega II Coupé
was sold at Bonhams for £337,500.
RM Auctions in the US sold a
similar car for £100,000. Some of
the capital gains are truly epic.
In 2012, a 1960s Ferrari GTO
once driven by Stirling Moss sold
for $35m, yet ten years earlier it
had been bought for just $8.5m.

Arch car enthusiast and Pink
Floyd drummer Nick Mason has
owned a similar GTO for many
years. When I told him the value
of his Ferrari was now approaching
$50m, he said, “Ironic isn’t it,
that I’ll eventually make more
money out of my old car than
selling records?”
In the past 12 months, the
major classic car auction houses
sold £610m-worth of old metal,
with one UK auction knocking
down £20m in a single evening.
And those numbers don’t include
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the thousands of private treaty
sales that nobody ever hears
about. Throw those figures into
the mix and the total financial
value of old cars sold in the past
year could be approaching £1bn.
Many of today’s buyers aren’t
speculators buying with borrowed
loot, but enthusiasts with ready
cash who understand that this
new asset class is totally unique.
You can drive, show, enter
Concours d’Elegance competitions
and go on continental tours.
While your capital increases, <

Classic Cars
1965 Aston Martin DB5

< you’re trundling around meeting
like-minded enthusiasts to whom
old cars are the great leveller.
Maserati Ghibli or Mercedes
Gullwing, you’ll always have
something to talk about.
The UK is at the heart of the
action – its market for old cars is
mature, sophisticated and highly
expert, representing over £4bn
of economic activity every year.
But the seminal advice I must
offer to any potential investor is
to obsess on quality, originality,
rarity and documented history.
Forensically perfect or unspoilt
original classics will always
increase in value. Rising labour
and restoration costs mean that
cars with very low production
numbers are irreplaceable.
Classics with proven competition
or celebrity history always
attract huge premiums and,
most important of all, the really
desirable classics are the most
beautiful. That’s why E-Types,
Ferraris, AC Cobras and Aston
Martins keep on appreciating.
Buy something really rare,
special and gorgeous with lots
of provenance and you’ll have
an asset that can’t be duplicated.
But let’s not forget the
emerging markets. When China
and Russia start buying into the

old car hobby, they will be sucking
up classics like long lengths of
spaghetti. Which is why I don’t
think this market is likely to
deflate any time soon.
And here’s a thought to whet
the appetite: there are still
plenty of classic cars out there
that haven’t increased in value
yet, but – believe me – they soon
will. In January this year, I bought
a shimmering black 1974 RollsRoyce Corniche convertible that
was first owned by the billionaire
Adnan Khashoggi. Mint and
perfect with just 54,000 miles,
I paid a ridiculous £26,000 at
auction. Recently, someone
offered me £50,000 for it. And
you’ve guessed it, much like
my E-Type, I won’t be selling
that either.

1

Counting the DB5 Effect
Auction prices have become the
accepted industry benchmark for
values, and pretty much reflect
the market. There can be a dozen
bidders on each lot (sometimes
more) and those bids represent
the price the market is prepared
to pay. Occasionally, competing
vanity bids may distort hammer
prices, but this tends to be rare.
There will always be a domino
effect when one car breaks an
auction record and subsequent
cars go on to sell for similar
amounts or even more. But
compared to dealer prices,
which tend to be opportunistic,
auction prices are a more accurate
barometer of both activity
and market worth. Hammer
prices over the past decade are
freely available to track value
movements and trends.
The ‘DB5 Effect’ has also
pushed up values of 1960s and
1970s GTs and supercars. In
2013, Aston DB5s touched a
heady £350,000, so collectors
started chasing more affordable
Maseratis, Lamborghinis, early
E-Types and Ferraris.
Prices have been edging up
through the year but there are still
cars that haven’t reached the top
of their appreciation curve and
look good value (see opposite).

Ringo Starr’s 1964 Facel Vega II Coupé sold for £337,500 in December 2013. Photography: Bonhams © 2013
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10 of the best
classic cars

M a s erati Ghibli

£70-120k

£70-120k

Facel Vega HK500

£80-130k

Is o Grif o

£60-90k

£50-70k

Jagua r XK120 roa dster

Ferra ri 308 GTB fib regla ss

P o r s che 930 Tu rbo

£30-75k

Aston Martin DBS 6 cylinder

£30-70k

£40-70k

AC Ace Ruddspeed

£175-250k

Ro lls - Royc e Chinese Eye Convertib le

£120-200k

Source: Quentin Willson

L a m b o r gh i n i E s pada
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Property
when
the Heart
overrules
the head
Stephen Rees
Head of Real Estate Advisory | Coutts
Whether it’s a ranch in
Montana, an estate in the
Scottish Highlands or an
apartment in the Upper
East Side in New York,
ultra-high-net-worth
individuals can choose to be
particularly selective.
Yet, buying a luxury home
is a little different to buying
a rare watch or a classic car.
Passion and emotion are often
the motivators, and in many
circumstances, when it comes
to buying a retreat, the heart
will overrule the head.
If someone enjoys the grouse
season, then a Scottish estate
will be in their sights, while a
fanatic golfer will want to teeup a luxurious property with a
number of championship golf
courses nearby.
However, while many
alternative investments are
only now being treated as
credible assets that should be
included as part of someone’s
overall wealth portfolio,
property has always been
deemed to have investment
potential.
That’s why property is
different. It has a strong

affinity to delivering financial
returns – a solid investment,
many would say. It is an asset that
people are used to trading. Buyers
who are initially seduced by the
charm of a particular location can
simply sell up and move o n when
their golf handicap slips.
There’s a chance they will make
a profit too, given that property
has enjoyed a period of strong
returns over the past decade.
And while Asia has influenced
the values of other passion
investments featured in the
Coutts Index, property is no
different. Leisure property has
seen increased growth over
the first half of 2013, and as
our feature on pages 22 and 23
explains, city property for the
world’s richest people may not be
at the forefront of their minds
in 2014.

Buyers seduced
by a property’s
charm can sell it
when their golf
handicap slips

coutts index

* Savills World Research

Cost of a FIVE-BEDROOM property*

$28.5m $24m $23m
CÔte D’Azur

Monaco

Barbados

www.savills.com/property-search
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Property
Global
property
hot spots

Money from the US is much
less footloose and tends
to stay in the country or a
territory that offers almost
as wide a variety of different
environments as the rest of
the world. It’s why American
wealth goes primarily to
the Caribbean and North
American hot spots.

There are more than 60 international
leisure enclaves, representing some
of the most exclusive and desired
locations, be it for summer sun,
ski, sport or viticulture
Recreational property buying is closely
linked to high-end tourism, and the number
of tourists is rising. In 2012, global tourist
numbers rose by 4% and exceeded one billion
international arrivals for the first time. Europe
is the fastest-growing destination, accounting
for more than half of holidaymakers – not
surprisingly, more than half the luxury leisure
enclaves identified are also located in Europe.
While wider trends in tourism are indicative
of the leisure market, it does not tell the
whole story. The top tier of global wealth
underpins demand in these locations, but
an enclave’s relative popularity can rise or
fall with the number of elite groups who
buy or take their vacations there. And in a
competitive marketplace with an increasingly
mobile demand base, top-end leisure home
enclaves are diversifying their attractions.
Phuket may be best known for its beaches,
but it also offers championship golf courses.
The Monterey Peninsula is famous for the
Pebble Beach and Cypress Point golf courses,
but residents also enjoy proximity to the coast,
deep sea fishing, sailing and Pacific views.
The sporting estates of Scotland offer
seasonal grouse sport, but also boast fishing
and stalking. Outside the ski season,
Niseko’s golf courses provide year-round
entertainment, while some European and
North American ski resorts are as active in
summer with hikers as with skiers in winter.
Research by Savills

whistler

USA

vail
aspen
napa valley

newport
the hamptons

MONTEREY peninsula
malibu
palm beach
harbour islands, bahamas
british virgin islands

st barts

mustique

barbados

trancoso

mendoza
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verbier
megÈve

bordeaux

lake como
venice

monaco
cÔte D’azur

tuscany

mallorca
ibiza

costa smeralda

quinta do lago
marbella

Europe has been the
playground of the rich
and famous for decades.
They are often to be found
in sunspots such as Monaco,
Cannes and St Tropez or ski
resorts like St Moritz,Verbier
and Megève. Sporting estates,
countryside and cultural
centres, as well as sailing,
feature on their shopping lists.
scottish moors

Russian wealth drives many
of the luxury enclaves
flowing primarily into the
Mediterranean, the South of
France, Italy and increasingly
to emerging destinations in
the Eastern Mediterranean
such as Montenegro. Russian
buyers are also particularly
active in the US and Caribbean.

UK &
EUROPE

RUSSIA

razdory

wentworth

ASIA

Asia doesn’t have a culture
that embraces second
home ownership in leisure
destinations. The majority of
home-buying activity in the
Asia-Pacific enclaves such as
Phuket has been by expats.

mediterranean
and the alps

Middle
East
marrakesh

Middle Eastern buyers are
already dominant in Dubai
and Abu Dhabi’s leisure
developments, but they
are also to be found in
Mediterranean resorts, and
are high-profile investors
in Marbella and the Costa
Smeralda of Sardinia.

phuket
maldives

Niseko

That said, some Chinese
buyers have discovered the
joy of vineyard ownership or
skiing, but they remain in a
minority compared to those
buying into infrastructure
projects, agricultural land
or income-producing real
estate investments in more
rural areas.

seychelles
bali

cape winelands

Source: Savills World Research
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Property
is it time to
move out
of the city?
Wealthy individuals have been buying extra homes to protect them from the
economic storm, with city destinations in the ‘old world’ proving the most
popular. But Yolande Barnes, Director at Savills World Research,
explains that out-of-town locations are starting to attract attention

F

rom earliest times, man
has hewn or fashioned
rudimentary buildings for
shelter. Not only does a
home protect you from
the elements, but it also acts as
a refuge, a place of safety from
which the other pursuits of life
can be launched.
For high-net-worth individuals,
holding property in a personal
portfolio can take many forms,
from trophy homes and multiple
homes to commercial buildings.
For those who haven’t made
their fortune in real estate
development, investment or
trading, these property purchases
are motivated by the same
emotions that impel anyone to
build their first shelter – safety
and refuge.
Safety and refuge have been
bywords in the property industry
since late 2007. Real assets have
been seen as a very positive
alternative to cash, bonds and

equities during the economic
uncertainty. Some investors
have seen property occupying a
particularly special place among
safe haven assets – a bit like gold,
but you can live in it.
Where are the safe havens?
It’s a singular feature of the
changing world economy that
new money is urban. Cities in the
emerged and emerging economies
of the new world house not only
the newly affluent middle classes,
but also growing numbers of
high- and ultra-high-net-worth
individuals. Very often in these
countries, rural property is still
associated with poverty, so trophy
assets and status symbols are both
in and of the city.
Even when these newly wealthy
citizens start to broaden their
investment horizons overseas,
they purchase similar types of
property to what they are used to
at home. The market for modern
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flats in blocks, particularly in
newly built locations is strong
from new world investors, even
in ‘old world’ cities such as New
York, Paris and London.
Out-of-town boltholes grow
City property is becoming the
pivotal global market, fuelled by
the growth of individuals with
assets above $30m. The number
of these ultra-high-net-worth
individuals globally increased by
30% in the five years to 2012,
which means that city property is
becoming more important and that
the preferences of the new wealthy
from new geographies will have the
biggest impact in the future.
The Savills Ultra-Prime
World City Index has more than
doubled since 2005. There was a
slowdown in 2013 in ‘new world’
cities (particularly Moscow and
Singapore), where annual growth
was 3.6% compared to 6.3%
in June 2012.

In contrast, ‘old world’ cities
showed increased growth in the
ultra-prime residential sector.
These cities continued to benefit
from an appetite for stable assets
among wealthy individuals from
the stalling economies.
This trade-off between growth
and safety has been particularly
pronounced since 2008. The
bargain prices in safe jurisdictions
of the ‘old world’ cities post-crash
have proved irresistible for many
investors looking to preserve
their wealth.
Outside the cities, ultra-prime
leisure destinations have
recently grown faster in value
than properties in the cities
themselves, but this follows two
years of declining values. Annual
growth of billionaire leisure
property outperformed the Savills
World City Index for the first time
since 2005, at 3.7%. In contrast
to city properties, these boltholes
grew strongly over the first half of
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2013 in the ‘new world’ at 4.9%.
It may be that we are
witnessing the very tentative
start of a move out of the city
as a status destination in Asia.
Out-of-town ultra-prime property
associated with Asian cities has
seen increased growth over the
first half of 2013. This reflects
an early but growing interest in
non-urban property, often outside
the country which hitherto has
not been the priority of the ‘new
world’ ultra-wealthy.
Motives for buying in any one
of the exclusive enclaves are as
many and varied as the people
that inhabit them, but each has
won a place, whether temporary
or long-lived, in the list of mustsee, might-own destinations for
the world’s super-wealthy because
of the primary and basic human
urges that compel us to find
shelter. The trappings of wealth
and status are mere incidentals
by comparison.

Watches
‘a watch is not just an OBJECT.
it has ROMANCE and charm’
The materials used to make a watch are worthless until they are
assembled with painstaking care – then they can be worth millions.
Author, journalist and watch enthusiast Nick Foulkes explains

I

always hesitate to
advise people to
invest in watches,
but then I always
I have been
hesitate to advise
collecting
anyone to invest in
watches since
anything. After all, I
I was a boy
am not regulated, and
although someone did
once explain what a hedge
fund was, I only understood
it for about ten minutes.
When I see a page of numbers,
I get double-vision – unless it is
a spec sheet for a watch.
Whether it’s torque, vph, amplitude,
power reserve, number of screws, number
of jewels, length of the mainspring,
number of interior angles needing to
be polished or height of the movement
in millimetres, no amount of statistical
information is too much for me.
My fascination with mechanical
watches dates back to longer than I had

thought. My younger son recently came
across a plastic carrier bag of old watches
that I must have bought when I was at
school. Yet even though they had been
sitting in a polythene bag in an attic for
more than three decades (and that they
were already old when I bought them),
many only needed a tweak of my thumb
and forefinger to get them ticking again.
That is the charm of the watch; it
is an object you can use. And that is a
major part of the appeal of alternative
investment classes: if it is wine, it can
be drunk; if it is a cigar (and yes, pick
well and you can find that they appreciate
too), it can be smoked; if it is a picture,
it can be looked at; and of course, watches
can tell the time.
But the watch is much more than a
functional object – it has romance and
attraction. Wealthy people clearly share
my emotional tug, given the huge amount
of money spent on an object just a few
centimetres in diameter. Indeed, I
assume the surface area alone can make
some Patek Philippe watches worth more
per square centimetre than a Picasso.
And like a Picasso, the raw materials
are relatively worthless: the gold that
is used for the case may have a scrap
value of a couple of thousand pounds,
and intrinsically the tiny screws, toothed
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The Henry Graves Supercomplication by Patek Philippe

wheels, springs and arbors inside are more
or less worthless. Yet, when combined
and assembled with painstaking care and
attention to detail by the experienced
hand of a watchmaker, the value soars.
Of course, as well as a highly portable
financial instrument (strap it to your
wrist and off you go), a watch is about
communication, sending coded signals
(sometimes as simple as saying “look
how rich I am”) to people who are tuned
in and equipped with the knowledge to
decode those signals.
This semaphore of one-upmanship is
far from being new – the plutocracy of
America’s Gilded Age seemed obsessed
by having more complicated or more
accurate pocket watches than their rivals.
For instance, when John Pierpont
Morgan bought the Marfels collection
of antique watches in 1910, the news
warranted a double-page spread in The
New York Times. The only problem was
that, as one horological historian told me,
a lot of them were over-enthusiastically
restored. Poor old JP Morgan should
have stuck to business, or at least buying
modern watches direct from the makers.
Certainly, I would never have heard of
Henry Graves Jnr, a New York banker, if
he had not commissioned Patek Philippe’s
watch No. 198,385, or The Henry Graves

Supercomplication as it was destined to
become known.
Manufactured to minute tolerances
and requiring precise mathematical
calculations (some gearing ratios are
calculated to ten decimal places), the
Supercomplication was a behemoth of a
pocket watch. It weighed more than half a
kilogram and comprised 900 components,
the interaction of which resulted in two
dozen functions, including a celestial map
depicting the night sky over New York.
Back in 1933, it cost Graves 60,000
Swiss francs, a tidy sum back then, but
not nearly as neat as the record $11m
it fetched at Sotheby’s in 1999 – a
record that still stands today.
The other great collector of
the period was auto baron
James Ward Packard. He
commissioned numerous
chiming watches and
the story has built up
that he and Graves
were great horological
rivals. It has now
been turned into
a book, A Grand
Complication by Stacy
Perman – imagine an
Edith Wharton novel
crossed with Dava
Sobel’s Longitude.
What it means
in terms of the
watch market is
that a complicated
or Observatory Prizewinning watch that has the
provenance of an early-20th
century American industrialist
(never mind how obscure) seems to
receive a boost in value.
For instance, before the summer of
2013, few people other than experts in
the late 19th and 20th century of the
zinc trade in New Jersey would have
been familiar with the name Stephen
S. Palmer. Although not as famous in
the annals of tycoonery as Frick, Flagler,
Carnegie, Rockefeller et al, Palmer, who
became president of the New Jersey Zinc <
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The Grand Complication by Patek Philippe

The Stephen S. Palmer Patek Philippe Grand Complication Clock Watch

seem like a real bargain. Obviously these
two examples are exceptional, but they
demonstrate that, as with art (think
Picasso and Matisse) or cars (Ferrari or
Bentley), the magical combination of a
known and respected marque, provenance
and rarity can help people part with
serious sums of money.
It’s why wristwatches are a bona fide
investment collectible today.
Right time, right place
I can still remember writing an article
in the 1980s, saying that the price of an
old ‘Paul Newman’ Rolex Daytona was
about to overtake the price of a new one.
Now you will be lucky to find one for
under £70,000.
But I’m afraid the days are long gone
when bargains were to be found in the
unsold stock of jewellers and flea markets.
To have assembled a collection at bargain
prices, you will have needed to start early
and have had a good idea about what you
were buying.
Take watch author and collector John
Goldberger (this is a pseudonym as the
watch world is a discreet place). He
started in 1978, when he was 20 years
old. His parents were great collectors
of paintings, carpets and furniture, so
he already had a collector’s eye, and the
1970s was an era in which many predicted
the extinction of the mechanical watch.
John would scour the flea markets of
France, Italy and, of course, Portobello
Road, where he “saw nice watches for a
cheap price”. I felt envious and a little
sick when he told me that you could pick
up a Rolex Daytona for around $900.
The Rolex Daytona is not the only boat
I have missed. Until the beginning of this
century, nobody wanted the Milgauss, an
early anti-magnetic Rolex which launched
in the 1950s. It featured a second hand
shaped like a lightning bolt and, until
about ten years ago, you could pick them
up for £5,000-£6,000. Today, a Milgauss
in good condition, with provenance, box
and papers, is worth more than £100,000

£70,000

< Company in 1897, knew a thing or two
about timepieces.
When Palmer was in Geneva in
1900, he spent 6,000 Swiss francs on a
Patek Philippe perpetual calendar split
seconds chronograph that chimed, as
well as displayed the time. When the
watch came up for auction this year,
Christie’s grandiloquently called it
‘The Stephen S. Palmer Patek Philippe
Grand Complication Clock Watch’ in
its catalogue entry. The auction house’s
assessment of the piece’s importance was
clearly shared by the winning bidder, who
paid $2.25m for this early example of a
grand complication by Patek Philippe.
Today, a mechanical watch is no longer
just a machine – it is an example of
human excellence.
Sometimes the brands are their
biggest own collectors as they buy back
their own historical pieces to fill gaps
in their museums. Vacheron Constantin
started buying its own work back for its
museum as long ago as 1911, and did
so again in 2012 when it bought back a
Packard chiming watch for $1.8m, which
makes the $986,500 paid by Patek for
another Packard watch in the same sale

Rolex Daytona

+

Watches
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Rolex Day-Date

– one in ‘new’ old stock condition could
fetch £150,000.
But not all watches will burn a hole
in your pocket. Rolex recently launched
some particularly attractive Day-Date
models with brightly coloured dials.
These recalled the original ‘Stella’ dialled
Rolexes and are now creeping up in
value, but according to Paul Maudsley
at Bonhams, these Day-Date models
can still be purchased for four figures.
I still think that vintage Cartiers are
hugely undervalued. The Tank is the
definitive straight-sided wristwatch
design, and bearing in mind that they
were not mass produced, it is unlikely
that you are going to be in the same room
with someone else wearing an identical
timepiece. Yet it is perfectly possible to
get a really decent example for a fourfigure sum, which has to be a bargain
since, between 1919 and 1969, Cartier
Paris made just 5,829 of them.
And given that slim watches are making
a return to fashion in contemporary
manufacture, there is increasing interest
in slim gold watches made in the 1970s by
Patek Philippe and Vacheron Constantin
on supple ribbon-like bracelets of gold
mesh. Only a couple of years ago, they
were selling for low four-figure sums, but

5
to watch

the fickle finger of fashion is starting to
point in their direction. A watch that is
sold with its original box, papers, receipt
and carrier bag, in unworn condition by
the original owner in its original condition
is the ideal.
However, don’t worry if your watch is
without its original box, but try to get the
maker to supply a certificate to go with
it. Not all brands do this, but many do,
and for a modest fee they can supply a
certificate of authenticity.
Such has been the success of the
Patek Philippe ‘Extract from the Archives’
system of authentification that it is now
almost impossible to sell, and unwise to
buy, a Patek Philippe without one.
But documentation is more than
a guarantee; for the passionate watch
collector it contains information that
brings it to life. Many collectors love
being able to pinpoint the date at
which a watch left the factory.
For instance, I recently had an old IWC
(International Watch Company) looked at.
It is by no means valuable, but knowing
that the delivery date was 27 September
1978 was indescribably satisfying.
But then the quest for precision is
a great part of what collecting watches
is about.
1. Pre-1970s
Cartier Tanks
With only a few
thousand made
and many of them
different, these
represent absurdly
good value.

3. Vintage Tudor
chronographs
and military
issue
Prices are on the rise
following a nearperfect relaunch of
the brand.

2. Beta 21 Patek
Philippe
This Patek is an
idiosyncratic icon.
The TV screen
case and funky
metal bracelets of
these early quartz
watches represent an
interesting diversion
in the history of
Patek Philippe.

4. Miniature
enamel-painted
pocket watches
Esoteric perhaps, but
extremely rare. Look
for masterpieces by
Carlo Poluzzi and
Suzanne Rohr.

5. Vintage
Vacheron
Constantin
complications
Undervalued when
compared to
Patek Philippe.

Source: Nick Foulkes
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Motivations

inside the
minds of
passion
investors

I

s the main motivation for wealthy individuals’
growing interest in jewellery, fine art, wine,
classic cars and collectibles, profit or prestige?
It is often said that headlines can be
misleading, but the many captions trumpeting
fresh price records for luxury investments at
auctions across the world tell a very clear story:
the market for passion assets continues to grow –
and quickly.
On 12 November 2013, a Francis Bacon triptych
became the world’s most expensive work of art. The
artist’s Three Studies of Lucian Freud went under the
hammer at Christie’s in New York for $142.4m
– some $22.5m more than the previous priciest piece
of art, Edvard Munch’s The Scream, which was sold for
$119.9m in 2012.
But fine art is not the only category of passion
assets grabbing the headlines. On 13 November 2013,
a diamond known as the Pink Star sold for a record
$83m in Geneva. At the tail end of the summer, a
Canadian classic car collector paid an auction record
$27.5m for one of just ten 1967 Ferrari 275 GTB/4*s
NART Spyder convertibles.
Indeed, the total value of global luxury investments
has swelled to more than $362bn since 2008,
increasing at an annual rate of 14.6%, according
to specialist research company WealthInsight.
The deepening global pool of high-net-worthindividuals has been a major factor in the growing
capital allocation to passion assets, with the impact
of wealth creation in emerging markets a particular
feature. Estimates say the global high-net-worth
population grew 9% in 2012 to some 12m worldwide,
yet the value of luxury investments by the wealthy in
developing countries grew at an annual rate of 22.2%

from 2008 to 2012 – nearly twice the rate of growth in
the developed world.
And there is unlikely to be any let up if forecasts are
to be believed. WealthInsight expects the total value
of luxury investments to grow at an annual rate of
10.3% from 2013 to 2017. So what is the motivation?
After all, investors are often told by experts to separate
emotion from reason in their bid for consistent and
successful decision making.
Scarce and tangible safe-haven assets
It is no coincidence that record prices are being
achieved against a backdrop of global economic
uncertainty and ultra-low interest rates. The financial
crisis left many with a lingering distrust of traditional
asset classes. The rise in interest in passion assets is
therefore at least in part explained by investors’ desire
to preserve capital and reduce portfolio volatility
by diversifying. Professor Ning Zhu at the Shanghai
Institute of Finance in China, agrees. “Tangible
assets appear safer and more attractive during times
of uncertainty,” he says. “Meanwhile, the descent of
paper money in the wake of the financial crisis has
motivated a great deal of investment into arts, real
estate and wines.”
A market that feeds itself
In the main, financial motivation appears greatest
at the more commoditised end of passion assets,
such as gold, jewellery, gemstones and coins, where
intrinsic value is higher and emotional variables
appear limited. Earlier this year, the recently opened
Singapore Diamond Exchange highlighted that
“one of the key advantages of diamonds to investors
is price stability and as a hedge against volatility
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$362bn $142m $83m
Total value of global luxury
investments since 2008

New York: The priciest piece
of art sold at auction

in financial and traditional commodity markets”.
Behavioural finance also explains the demand
momentum generated by positive headlines, says
Raghavendra Rau, Professorof Finance at Cambridge
University’s Judge Business School.
He says: “Salient factors are proven to play a major
role in decision making. If something is brought to the
forefront of the investor’s attention, there is a much
higher probability that he acts on it. The headlines
about record prices for passion assets are feeding
themselves.”
Prestige and cultural influences
The irony of investors’ faith in the security of tangible
assets is that the benefits of passion investments are
often intangible. Perceptions about these motivations
are heavily influenced by national and cultural biases,
says Professor Zhu.
“Cultural differences affect attitudes towards
passion investments in two senses. First, conspicuous
consumption: Asians take greater pride in showing
off their wealth, in their social status and in ‘standing
out from the crowd’. Second, Asians also pay greater
attention to tangible assets partly because of their
uneven economic history and the higher rates of
inflation that the region has experienced.”
The understandable prestige in owning rare,
iconic and beautiful items of cultural and heritage
significance is clearly a major motivation. However,
some of the other behavioural drivers to purchases
are more complex. The growing interest in emerging
market fine art is a case in point, says Rau.
“When a wealthy Indian individual stops buying Old
Masters in favour of works by local Indian artists,” he
says, “the message he is giving to his peers is not, ‘I
can’t afford a Monet’, but actually

GENEVA: RECORD PAID FOR
a Diamond

‘I have the confidence and the specialist knowledge to
back this local artist’.”
Richard Taffler, Professor of Finance at Warwick
Business School, calls this behavioural concept ‘value
expressiveness’. “Passion assets are perceived as
making powerful statements about the personal values,
characteristics and expertise of their owners and how
they want to be seen,” he says.
Such knowledge exhibitionism is clearly a growing
trend in China, where an estimated 60% of high-networth individuals are building passion asset collections.
Yet, according to the China Passion Investments
White Paper 2013, nearly two-thirds of China’s 2.8m
dollar-millionaires are influenced by word of mouth.
In just two years, the preferred luxury investments
are changing order. China’s super rich may own, on
average, five watches and four cars, but these assets
have fallen down the pecking order as Chinese classical
art and culturally important Jadeware have emerged as
the preferred luxury asset of choice.
The ‘pleasure yield’
Removing the emotion from investment is arguably
impossible even for professional investors. As Taffler
says: “If for no other reason than that emotions are
part of the evolved mental process human beings have
for managing uncertainty and competition, investment
activity inevitably engages feelings.”
And when it comes to passion investments, feelings
can represent a significant motivation and a major part
of the perceived value. Can that emotional value be
separated from financial motivations and be accurately
quantified? Perhaps not. But the ‘pleasure yield’ of
owning the rare, emotive and beautiful is an attractive
return in itself.
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Jewellery

£3m – the
cost of
not having
provenance

Keith Penton
Department Head, Jewelry | Christie’s, London, South Kensington

Elizabeth Taylor’s antique diamond necklace would
have sold for just £300,000 without provenance,
writes Raymond Sancroft-Baker, Christie’s
jewellery expert
Cartier’s ‘La Peregrina’ diamond, ruby and pearl necklace previously owned by Elizabeth Taylor
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R

educed supply
and an everincreasing demand
spearheaded by
ultra-high-networth individuals
from Russia, China
and the Middle East is resulting
in records being broken for
pearls, sapphires and emeralds at
auctions all over the world.
Fine jewellery prices have
remained extremely resilient since
2008. Record low interest rates
have led a number of clients to
ask, “Why should I get less than
1% on my money when I could
enjoy jewellery that is going up
in value?”
Without doubt, natural pearls
have shown the greatest returns in
recent years. I recently sold
a single row of natural pearls for
$270,000, yet the highest price
I could find for an equivalent
row in 2000 was $20,000.
The reason for the surge in
price is that there are practically
no more natural pearls being
found. The traditional sources
around Basra and the Gulf
area have been polluted, while
fishermen who used to dive for
the molluscs have found better
paid jobs in other industries.
Meanwhile, cultured pearls that
were popular ten years ago have
since lost their fashion appeal.
Coloured gemstones, in
particular Kashmir sapphires, are
also going up in value. A single
mine in just one valley in Kashmir
that supplied all the stones was
only discovered after a landslide
in 1882 – by 1925 the mine had
been worked out. Not surprisingly,
this blocked supply chain is
causing prices to rise.
Likewise, Burmese rubies
are very much in vogue. The
production in Mogok has been

continuous over the past 400
years, but is now nearly worked
out, while newer mines at Mong
Shu produce stones of inferior
quality, which are quite often
heat-treated.
Columbian emeralds have
also been enjoying a revival after
many years when these wonderful
green gems were enhanced by an
artificial resin that caused a loss
of confidence in the market. We
are seeing a greater number of
emeralds from Zambia – bright,
attractive stones but lacking the
allure or magic of emeralds from
the Colombian Muzo or Chivor
mines.
Finally, Ceylon sapphires are
rocketing in value. Fifteen years
ago, sapphires from Ceylon had
a ceiling price of $3,000 per carat,
but we recently sold a 60.44 carat
Ceylon sapphire for $30,000 per

carat. The buyer, a member of a
London trade, was delighted to be
able to purchase such a beautiful
gem for this seemingly high price.
Increasingly, collectors prefer to
buy signed jewellery as there is a
premium for such pieces. It gives
people confidence and assurance
of a certain quality in terms of
both the metal and stones used,
and also of authentic design.
Importance of provenance
I am often asked what difference
provenance makes and the best
example I can give is the antique
diamond necklace and earrings I
sold to Elizabeth Taylor in 1993
for $150,000. When they were
sold in December 2011 as part of
her collection, they made a total
of $3.3m.
What they would have made
without the provenance is a <

Diamond and emerald tiger shoulder brooch by René Boivin
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Emerald drop and diamond fringe necklace by Van Cleef & Arpels

< question that is always difficult
to answer, but in all probability
little more than $300,000, so the
Elizabeth Taylor connection made
a difference of a factor of 11.
I remember her buying the suite
and was slightly surprised that
she should choose antique pieces,
but she told me: “They are so
beautiful I have to have them!”
They also had their original
receipt dated May 1806 showing
a price of £450, which was a lot of
money in the early 19th century,
when a house in London would
have cost £50.
But while everyone seems to
want signed jewellery, you can still
find hidden unsigned gems. Take
brooches for instance – not many
ladies seem to favour them these
days, but there are great buys to
be made if you are selective.
Antique jewellery is also
underestimated, as it is rare
and with limited supply, yet has
a charm that modern jewellery
sometimes lacks. To buy an
historic jewel that is often
very well made at a reasonable
price can actually be a great
opportunity.
The other question that I am

often asked is whether buying
jewellery at auction is a good
investment and I find the best
way to answer this question is to
give two examples.
The first is the Elizabeth
Taylor Diamond, a rectangularcut stone weighing 33.19 carats,
D colour, potentially flawless and
Type IIa, which she bought in
1968 for $300,000 and which was
sold in December 2011 for $8.8m.
Without the provenance it would
have fetched $5m, which is still
a healthy return, but the Taylor
name added the extra $3.8m.
The other example shows
a more typical return. The
Archduke Joseph diamond,
a 76.02 carat, cushion-shaped,
D colour, flawless Golconda
diamond was sold in Geneva
in 1993 for $6.5m. When it was
resold again at Christie’s Geneva
in 2012, it fetched $21.5m.
So yes, buy jewellery by all
means, but always buy the finest
that your pocket will allow and
get advice. You will find over the
years that you will accumulate
a collection that not only gives
you great pleasure to wear but
is also a good store of value.

The Graff Pink

Burmese Sapphire Ring by Van Cleef & Arpels

The Pink Star

5
1.
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of the best

TOP 5 DIAMONDS SOLD AT AUCTION

Pink Star

The Pink Star was mined by De Beers
and in its rough state was 132.5 carats.
In its finished condition, the Pink Star is
59.60 carats

$83m

4.

Oval diamond

Unmounted oval-shaped diamond
(118.28 carats, D/Flawless, Type IIa)

2.

$30,598,775

The Graff Pink

A rectangular-cut fancy intense pink
diamond ring of 24.78 carats. Re-cut to
23.90 carats by Graff, now a fancy vivid pink

$46,158,674

5.

Winston Legacy

Unmounted pear-shaped diamond
(101.73 carats, D/Flawless, Type IIa)

3.

$26,737,913

The Princie Diamond

Fancy intense pink cushion-shaped
diamond of 34.65 carats

$39,323,750
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Stamps

Pre-Mao stamps
will always
be classics
...but many stamp dealers are nervous of
trading in China’s post-Mao stamp market
despite annual returns of more than 40%

T

here are more than 50
million stamp collectors
worldwide, yet Keith
Heddle, Investment
Director at renowned
stamp dealer Stanley
Gibbons, isn’t one of them.
“I never collected stamps and I have no
intention of doing so,” he says. “I said to my
CEO in my interview, if you ever see me
look twice at a stamp, shoot me!” he adds
in jest.
It is a surprising admission for the person
charged with navigating the stamp dealer’s
drive into Asia and the Middle East, but
Heddle feels far from ashamed.
“I don’t need to be a stamp expert,”
he says. “The point is, Stanley Gibbons
is reeking with expertise. We have more
than 20 philatelists, many of whom have
been with the company man and boy.
Our Director of Philately, for instance,
came here as an apprentice, then went to

Cambridge to do a Classics degree and PhD
before returning. What he doesn’t know
about stamps isn’t worth knowing.”
Heddle is a man on a mission. Stamp
dealers are in demand and they have the
financial crisis to thank for that. Falling
stock markets and a quest for safety put
stamps on investors’ agenda. As Heddle
says, before the Lehman Brothers collapse,
stamps were perceived as “an irrelevance at
worst and polite curiosity at best”. Today,
they are an asset class in their own right
thanks to their performance and tangibility.
Since 2008, the Stanley Gibbons GB30
Rarities Index, which comprises lists of rare
Great Britain stamps available on the open
market, has increased by 25.5%. The bestperforming stamp increased by 93.5% and <

‘if you ever see me
look twice at a stamp,
shoot me!’
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Stamps
British South Africa Company Rhodesia

Better
than
equities?
Stamps have not always been
stellar performers – the postfinancial crisis success is not
indicative of market performance
over the longer term. Just like
any asset, stamps enjoy booms
and suffer downturns.
This was true in the 1980s
and the 1990s, according to a
study by Dimson & Spaenjers,
The Investment Performance of
Collectible Stamps (1900-2008).
The study created an index
based on catalogue prices of
stamps and found it would have
fallen 0.5% between 1980-89, and
would have generated negative
real returns in the 1990s.
The study showed that
while stamps don’t tend to
outperform shares over the
long term, they share similar
volatility characteristics. Between
1900-2008, stamps delivered
an annualised return of 6.7%
in nominal terms, compared
to 9.2% for shares and 5.4%
for bonds.
Keith Heddle argues that
the study confuses the issue of
collectible and investment-grade
material.
“It looked at the whole
market, not just investmentgrade. When you take out
transaction costs and focus
just on investment stamps,
the gap between equities and
stamps narrows considerably,”
says Heddle. “Stamps are about
portfolio diversification, not
an alternative to mainstream
investments.”

< the worst performer in the index
still went up by 8.6%.
Certainly, records have been
broken. In 2010, a Swedish stamp,
the Treskilling Yellow, went under
the hammer at David Feldman
auctioneers in Geneva for a record
£1.7m. The 1857 stamp, prized
because it was originally meant
to be printed green, is reportedly
now the world’s most valuable
item by size and weight.
An 80-album collection
created by businessman
and philanthropist Sir Cyril
Humphrey Cripps was put up
for auction in 2011. Named the
Chartwell Collection, it was so
extensive that it was sold across
nine auctions over 18 months
to avoid flooding the market.
The collection raised £22m
and included the Post Office
Mauritius Two Penny Blue, which,
at £1.15m, is the most expensive
stamp bought in the UK.
Ironically, the Chartwell
sale is partly to blame for the

The 1857 Treskilling Yellow was meant to be green

most new investors
are disinterested
until you put an 1868
two penny blue block
worth about £250,000
in front of them
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1869 Red Revenue Stamp

block worth £250,000 in front of
them, their perceptions change.
Show them a fresh, pristine blue
sheet that looks like it was printed
yesterday and they gasp, ‘Wow’.”
Asian stampede
The US market remains the
biggest, while Brazil and Russia
have love affairs with philately,
too. But Asia is the growth
market – it’s why Stanley Gibbons
recently opened offices in
Singapore and Hong Kong.
Heddle estimates that for every
four would-be stamp investors
in Asia, three walk away. “Once
many investors in Asia realise
that they are not going to make
a quick buck, they disappear,” he
says. “However, some investors,
particularly expats, understand
that stamp collecting is for the
long term.”
China is also getting in on
the act. Stamp collecting was
banned under Chairman Mao for
being ‘bourgeois’ until his death
in 1976, but today there are 20
million serious collectors in China.
Performance of the stamps has
been notable. Their value has
generated compound annual
growth of 11.6% and cumulative
growth of 1,155% since 1989.
But China is a two-speed
market – pre-Mao and post-Mao –
and Stanley Gibbons steers clear
of the latter.
“Some modern Chinese stamps
are surging in value by 40% a
year, but it is a market driven
by speculators and gift-givers,”
says Heddle. “For example, the
1980 Year of the Monkey stamp
is often given to bosses as a gift
from employees hoping to win a
promotion. It’s not a market we
are comfortable in and we only
deal with pre-Mao – those stamps
will always be rare and they will
always be classics.”
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o f the best
stam p s t o
collect

1. Rare stamps from Papua
New Guinea
Papua’s 1931
stamps featuring
local scenes and
people were a
radical departure
from the usual practice of issuing
stamps depicting the monarch. They
are known for their beauty and
workmanship.
2. Rare stamps from Malaya
These could make
a splash ahead of
the Singapore 2015
exhibition – 50 years
on from Singapore’s
withdrawal.
3. Mulreadys
Issued during
the reign of
Queen
Victoria,
these were
illustrated stationery sheets with
pre-paid postage and named after
their illustrator, William Mulready.
4. Two-Penny Blues
A stablemate to
the Penny Black, the
Two-Penny Blue, a
historically significant
stamp that’s both less
famous and more expensive than
its monochrome cousin. A 2d Blue
in mint condition would be a rare
find indeed.
5. Penny Black
Fundamentally, with its
unshakeable position
as the world’s first
and most famous
stamp, the 1d Black
will always be the most sought after
and most traded of stamps.

Source: Stanley Gibbons

underperformance of British
stamps over the past two years. “It
takes years to build up a collection
– our investors hold for an average
of six and a half years – yet the
UK market will take time to settle
after Chartwell,” adds Heddle.
Passion, not capital gain, is the
motive that drives many ultrahigh-net-worth stamp collectors.
They aspire (and take years)
to build a collection worthy
of winning the international
Grand Prix d’Honneur – the
stamp-collecting equivalent of
an Olympic gold medal. Indeed,
many prized collections are owned
by individuals who first fell in
love with stamps long before they
made their personal fortunes. It’s
just that now they can afford to
build the prestigious collections.
But a new breed of stamp
collector is also emerging, one
who is interested in stamps as a
money-making machine, rather
than for their perfect perforations.
After all, building a stamp
portfolio is no different to pulling
together a share portfolio.
“Most of the new investors we
see are disinterested in stamps,”
says Heddle. “For them, it’s about
the money. But once you sit down
and put an 1868 Two Penny Blue

Fine Art
Asian art
		buyers fuel
record
prices

A decade ago, Asia accounted for just 5%
of Sotheby’s global art sales – today it accounts
for a third. Patti Wong, Sotheby’s Chairman in
Asia, has witnessed the sales-surge at first hand

‘Sunny Moon’ by Zadok Ben-David
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lobalisation
and soaring
values have
transformed
the fine art
market beyond
recognition
over the past decade. Worth $36bn
in 2001, the fine art market is
estimated to be worth over $60bn
– a rise of more than 60%.
Those with the means to buy
art at the top of the market come
from a far broader range of
countries than ever before. In
2004, buyers of lots over $1m at
Sotheby’s came from 27 countries
– this had doubled to buyers from
54 countries by the end of 2009.
It is why Sotheby’s has
expanded its presence in recent
years, opening offices in Beijing,
Moscow, Doha and Istanbul, and
mounting exhibitions which travel
to clients in Kiev, Delhi, Mumbai
and Singapore.
The expanding buying audience
has fuelled steep price rises.
Auctions, which establish the only
publicly available prices for art, are
closely watched by art dealers and
therefore have an important
knock-on effect in the art world.
In 2004, Picasso’s Garçon à la
Pipe sold for $104m, breaking the
previous record of $82.5m for Van
Gogh’s Portrait of Dr Gachet, which
had stood for 14 years.
Since then, that record price has
been broken several times and now
stands at the $142.4m a bidder
paid for Francis Bacon’s triptych
Three Studies of Lucian Freud in
November 2013.
The fine art market’s
transformation is indicative of the
major shift in the relative
importance of global centres.
The pre-eminence which
American collectors held for much
of the post-war era meant that
New York sales dominated. That

‘Portrait of Dr Gachet’ by Vincent van Gogh

pre-eminence has been
successfully challenged by London
and increasingly by Hong Kong,
the art hub of Asia.
Ten years ago, Hong Kong might
have contributed just 5% of
Sotheby’s yearly sales totals.
Between 2003 and 2013, Sotheby’s
Hong Kong Autumn auction totals
grew from $35.8m to $538m – a
rise of 1,403%. These latest sales
represent a record series of sales in
Asia for any international art
business and reflect the strong
recovery post-2008.
Indeed, Sotheby’s recently
announced that it had reached the
point where the three geographic
engines driving its auction
business – the Americas, Europe
and Asia – contributed to its
success in roughly equal
proportions.
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Quality pays
Still, the art market at the top end
remains international, and in our
July 2013 sale of Old Master
Paintings in London, strong
Russian participation resulted in a
record for a Spanish Old Master at
auction when El Greco’s St
Dominic in Prayer sold for $13.8m.
Today’s collectors are seeking
quality in a variety of areas, be it
Ming porcelain or cutting-edge
contemporary art, and collect
across categories as never before.
While our clients do not always
specify why they buy, there is
certainly a growing recognition
that art has become more of a
commodity. Collectors who focus
on quality will likely see their
acquisitions increase in value.
Another change is Hong Kong,
which has now become a key <

Fine Art

‘L’Homme qui marche I’ by Alberto Giacometti
© The Estate of Alberto Giacometti (Fondation Giacometti, Paris and
ADAGP, Paris), licensed in the UK by ACS and DACS, London 2013.

< international art auction hub of
equal importance to London and
New York. Our Hong Kong
Autumn 2013 Sale season offered
property sourced from 44
countries to worldwide bidding
participation from 41 countries.
The top lot among the fine art,
Zeng Fanzhi’s The Last Supper, was
sourced from a Swiss-based
collector and sold to another
European collector for $23.1m,
setting a world auction record for
contemporary Asian art. It is a work
of superlative quality and
importance, yet the collector had
acquired the work from the artist
for just $20,000 in 2001.
Asian collecting tastes are
widening beyond art: in Hong
Kong in 2003, we sold only four
collecting categories – Fine
Chinese Ceramics and Works of
Art, Chinese Paintings, Jewellery
and Watches. We now sell nine
categories, including Wine,
Contemporary Asian Art, 20th
Century Chinese Art and
Southeast Asian Paintings.
As a pioneering company, Sotheby’s
was the first international house in
Asia with a sale in Hong Kong of
Chinese Ceramics and Works of Art
(in Autumn 1973), and in our 40th
anniversary season, we introduced
a new collecting category of
Contemporary Ink Paintings.

China canvasses
the art world
Mainland Chinese buyers have
become a formidable force in
the international auction market,
competing eagerly with collectors
from Hong Kong, Taiwan,
Singapore and Indonesia.
Over the past five years, the
Chinese art market has been the
fastest-growing art market in the
world, reaching $14bn in 2012.
For Sotheby’s in Asia, the
participation of mainland Chinese
in auctions accounted for just 4%
of the auction turnover in 2004; by
2011, this rose to nearly 50%.
It was a major factor in
Sotheby’s decision in 2012 to start
doing business in Beijing.
The internet has played a
pivotal role in triggering interest.
Many entrepreneurs in China
are buying art as they do business
– using the internet.
Digitalisation has transformed
the art market via databases
such as ArtNet or ArtLinkArt.
It has opened a private world to
the masses. Now anyone can
research publicly-paid prices for
artworks based on size, date and
subject. Many of these are new
collectors with an interest in their
own roots and the means to buy
back their cultural history at the
very highest levels.

‘The Scream’ by Edvard Munch
© The Munch Museum/ The Munch - Ellingsen Group,
BONO, Oslo/DACS, London 2013.

‘Nude, Green Leaves and Bust’ by Pablo Picasso
© Succession Picasso/DACS, London 2013.

5
1.

most expensive
works of art

Francis Bacon

Three Studies of
Lucian Freud

$142.4m

4.

Andy Warhol

Silver Car Crash
(Double Disaster)

2.

$105m

Edvard Munch

The Scream

$119.9m

5.

Alberto Giacometti

3.

L’Homme qui marche I

$104m

Pablo Picasso

Nude, Green Leaves and Bust

$106.5m
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Wine

The
grapes
of
wrath

It has been a difficult two years for the wine market following
a period of sharp price rises. But Sara Guiducci from fine
wine specialist Berry Bros. & Rudd remains unperturbed

coutts index

I

t brings a whole new meaning to a bringa-bottle party. A handful of wealthy wine
collectors gather for a spot of lunch, with
each bringing a bottle of their favourite
vintage – a bottle of Latour, Pauillac 2006
perhaps, or a Margaux 2000 with a 2007
d’Yquem, Sauternes to finish.
It is one of the delights of wine collecting, says
Berry Bros. & Rudd wine expert Sara Guiducci.
“I look after clients from both an investment and
a drinking point of view,” she says. “There is often
an overlap, especially at the high end of the market.
There is an enjoyment factor with collecting, while
people have always bought more than they can
possibly drink because that enables them to fund
their drinking.”
But wine collectors have had less to raise their
glasses to of late. For much of the past decade,
collectors and investors who owned the most
sought-after wines enjoyed a bumper harvest.
Prices of many vintages rose by more than 250%,
partly driven by a growing interest from Asia.
In the past two years, the market has suffered
a setback. Many wine investors who cottoned onto
the merits of wine as an asset class in the aftermath
of the financial crisis have swiftly jumped off.
The Liv-ex Investables Index, which tracks the
most ‘investable’ wines, has fallen by about 20%
since mid-2011 and several wine funds that were
launched by new start-ups targeting mainstream
investors have collapsed.
Guiducci, who points out that wine merchants such
as Berry Bros. & Rudd have never offered wine funds,

admits it has been a difficult period for investors and
is conscious that the wine market follows economic
trends much more than it used to.
“Anybody who bought at the height in 2011 will get
about 20% less than they paid if they sold today,” she
says. “There were a lot of new investors who quickly
got uncomfortable when prices started to fall – they
ran out, causing a snowball effect. Other people
needed to get their hands on cash.”
In 2011 and for much of 2012, Hong Kong, buoyed
by a reduction of the excise duty to zero in 2008, led
global auction sales. By the turn of the year, however,
a different story was emerging and the US was back
on top as demand from China, in particular, waned.
Two years since the Asian investment bubble
around Bordeaux first burst, the market is still
struggling. Prices have spent 2013 hovering around
on the floor, especially following a second consecutive
poor en primeur campaign in Bordeaux. Experts warn
that Bordeaux 2013 is going to be the smallest release
in 20-odd years. <

over the past decade
many vintages have
risen in value by
more than 250%, partly
driven by growing
interest from asia
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Wine
Source: Liv-ex: Left Bank 200, Right Bank 100

+65.2%

<

+40.7%

The impact of Bordeaux is significant. The region’s
wines continue to be the starting point for the serious
collector and sit at the core of many portfolios in the
same way blue-chip shares form the bedrock of many
investment portfolios. “Bordeaux has high production
with world-renowned names across more than 100
châteaux. It has a unique ability to appeal to markets
on a global scale,” adds Guiducci.
Which side of the river do you drink?
On the ‘Left Bank’ are the wine regions of the
Médoc and Graves, which have the famous 1855
Classification. They are planted predominantly with
Cabernet Sauvignon, which thrives on the gravelly
soils left by the ancient course of the river. The
highlights of the Médoc, says Guiducci, are the four
communes of St Estèphe (dark and structured);
Pauillac (rich, glossy and dark); St Julien (lighter and
gravelly); Margaux (elegant and fragrant).
On the ‘Right Bank’, it is the fleshy Merlot grape
which predominates, sometimes supported by
Cabernet Franc. Here the soils are mixed, with gravel
and clay underpinning the ‘sumptuous’ wines of
Pomerol. Styles vary more in St-Émilion, depending
on the predominance of sand in the lower lying slopes
or limestone on the hillsides and plateau.
Most portfolios will consist of more than Bordeaux.
A typical diversified wine portfolio at Berry Bros. &
Rudd includes some Burgundy, a little Rhône, Super
Tuscans, New World and Champagne.
“Most portfolios are very individual, although
passionate investors like top-end Burgundy and will
pay astronomical prices for a particular vintage,” says
Guiducci. “A case of Henri Jayer can cost £50,000.
“But other wines are attracting interest, such as
the Super Tuscans (Ornellaia, for instance) or wines

Bordeaux wine
values over five years

from California such as Screaming Eagle. In Australia,
Penfolds Grange’s 2008 vintage is the first nonEuropean wine to get a perfect score from both
Robert Parker (see panel, below) and Wine Spectator,
one of the world’s leading wine magazines.”
The wine market may have had its bubble, but
Guiducci gives the impression that it has helped
vanquish investors simply looking to make quick
capital returns while other assets floundered. Many
have now disappeared with their fingers burned so
the discerning wine collector can get back to normal.
“Ultra-high-net-worth individuals can put their
money anywhere in the world. I have investors who
were originally in it for the money, but who have now
become experts,” says Guiducci. “Wine allows you to
go on a learning journey – a fun one at that, too.”

The Parker Effect
Baltimore’s Robert Parker is the world’s
most influential and controversial wine
critic. When Parker speaks, the wine
world listens, and if he likes a wine, it
can send the price soaring.
Each spring, Parker visits Bordeaux to taste en primeur
wines before the chateâux fix their prices. His ranking
scores out of 100 are then published in the April edition of
wine journal The Wine Advocate. How that wine scores will
affect the price. An economic study found that the Parker
effect is worth, on average, €2.80 per bottle of wine or 15%
of the price. Estimates by appellation show that the Parker
effect is the largest for wines from Pomerol – reportedly
Parker’s favourite.
“Parker gave a 2009 Pontet-Canet a perfect score and the
price rose from £1,100 to £1,800 overnight,” says Guiducci.
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of the best

Ch. Mouton
Rothschild

Ch. PontetCanet (2010)

As one of
the five first
growths, it
has quality
recognition that
people can easily
relate to (the
classification
is easy to
understand, if a
little outdated).
Collectability of
labels sets this
apart from most
other clarets and
gives an extra
incentive to
collectors. It has
been really on
form since 2006,
although there
have been some
exceptional
vintages before.
It’s among the
more affordable
first growths
and therefore
has held more
steady during
the past two
years, seeing
the strongest
growth over the
past year.

A fifth growth
that, like LynchBages, is producing
wines at the
quality level of a
second growth.
Since Alfred
Tesseron bought
the estate in 1975,
the fortunes of
the estate have
turned around
and it’s made
some very good
wines over the
past decade, and
excellent wines
since 2008. In
2009 and 2010,
it received a
perfect score and,
together with
Poyferré 2009 and
Pape Clément
2010, 2010
Pontet-Canet
is the cheapest
100-pointer claret
in the market.
Prices for 2010
Pontet jumped
from £1,200 to
£1,600 in March
2013 when
it was awarded
a perfect score by
wine critic Robert
Parker.

Sassicaia,
Tenuta San
Guido (2010)

There is an
increasing
interest in
Super Tuscans
(Bordeaux
blends) as they
offer exceptional
quality, but are
seen as ‘value’
alternatives to
Bordeaux. Its
2010 is one
of the highest
scoring Sassicaia.
The only higher
scorings are
2007, with 97
points, and 1985,
with 100. A case
of 1985 Sassicaia
now fetches
£20,000.

Domaine
Armand
Rousseau

(Grand Cru and
Premier Cru)

One of
Burgundy’s
greatest
domaines,
Burgundy is
more vintagefocused than
Bordeaux and
outstanding
vintages can
fetch a lot of
money. Cases
that have been
long sought-after
include 2002
Chambertin, at
around £12,000
a case. Vineyards
to watch are
Grand Cru
Chambertin and
Clos de Bèze,
and Gevrey
Chambertin
‘1er Cru Clos St
Jacques’.
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Domaine
d’Eugénie
(Grand Cru)

Previously
known as
Domaine Engel.
When Philippe
Engel died in
a car crash in
2005, the family
decided to
sell and today
it is owned
by François
Pinault (owner
of Latour)
and managed
by Frédéric
Engerer (general
manager at Ch.
Latour who
has had a longterm passion
for Burgundy).
This new wine
will increasingly
be desired
by collectors
– already the
quality is very
high and the
wine is highly
sought after.
Add to this the
Latour magical
dust and it
is a golden
combination.

Opus One
A Bordeauxstyle wine
from California
founded in
1978 as a
joint venture
between Baron
Philippe de
Rothschild and
Robert Mondavi.
It can be difficult
to find mature
examples on
the secondary
market but it is
seeing increasing
trade over the
past year. It is
not as expensive
as some cult
Californian
wines such as
Screaming Eagle
and therefore
offers good
value for money.

Henri
Jayer Cros
Parantoux
A high-risk
wine that has
the potential
to deliver high
rewards. A case
of 1990 can cost
up to £76,000
and is incredibly
difficult to find
in original cases
with the right
provenance (all
vintages). The
wine maker
was among the
most famous
producers in
Burgundy and
died in 2006,
so every bottle
opened is one
less on the
market, which
boosts its appeal.

Source: Berry Bros. & Rudd

Methodology
The Coutts Index
The Coutts Index provides a rigorous, transparent
benchmark for monitoring the global performance
of ‘passion assets’ held by high-net-worth (HNW)
and ultra-high-net-worth (UHNW) individuals. It
captures the price return, net of the cost of hold, of
15 passion assets across two broad categories: trophy
property and alternative investments.
Construction of the Index
The Coutts Index attaches a 50% weight to trophy
properties (split equally between residential
properties and leisure properties) and the remaining
50% to alternative investments (again, split
equally between the individual components). Each
component of the Coutts Index is measured in the
local currency of the country in which that asset
is traded – so, in the case of property, for example,
the overall residential index is an equally weighted
average of 10 local-currency-denominated property
price indexes. Then we calculate four commoncurrency variants of the Coutts Index: for the US
dollar (USD); for sterling (GBP); for the Swiss
franc (CHF) and for the euro (EUR).

Passion assets are those items that HNW and UHNW
individuals want to own, irrespective of their financial
performance. They are scarce and highly sought-after,
and the global pool of individuals with the means and
the interest to participate in the market for these
assets is growing.
Their financial performance – of secondary
importance to their owners – has consequently
been very strong, relative to a standard portfolio of
financial assets, during an exceptionally difficult
period in global financial markets.
The Coutts Index provides the global benchmark
for monitoring this asset class. Its aim is to
become the market standard for summarising the
performance of passion assets. It will evolve over
time to reflect changing market trends and capture
emerging categories of passion investment, but it
will always maintain the highest degree of rigour and
transparency.
The table opposite sets out the detailed assumptions
behind the construction of the Coutts Index.

Accounting for the cost of hold
Passion assets are extremely costly to acquire, and they are also expensive to hold once they have been
acquired. When considering the financial performance of these assets, it is important to net off the
costs associated with holding them. We have seen that their price return has been particularly strong
in recent years, thanks to the growing global interest in this asset class. It turns out that their financial
performance still looks strong even after holding costs have been netted off.
Three types of cost have been identified: transaction costs, insurance costs and depreciation.
Transaction costs for items sold at auctions are derived from fees charged by auction houses. Property
transaction costs are based on a 2011 OECD study ‘Going for Growth’, and both buyers’ and sellers’ costs
are counted. Since transaction costs are a one-off expense, we have transformed them into annual costs
using an estimate of the holding period of each of these assets. The precious and collectible indices are
also adjusted to take account of insurance costs, while the property indexes are adjusted for the costs
of depreciation.

Source

Currency

Frequency

Description

Transaction
cost

Holding
period
(years)

Insurance
cost/
Depreciation

Weights

Impressionist & Modern

Mei Moses

USD

Annual

Price index

12%

16.3

0.15%

4.2%

Old Master & 19th
Century

Mei Moses

USD

Annual

Price index

12%

32.3

0.15%

4.2%

Post-war & Contemporary

Mei Moses

USD

Annual

Price index

12%

10.6

0.15%

4.2%

Traditional Chinese

Mei Moses

USD

Annual

Price index

12%

11.9

0.15%

4.2%

Sculpture

Artprice

USD

Quarterly

Price index – average
over the year

12%

17.8

0.60%

4.2%

Fine Wine

Liv-ex

GBP

Monthly

Fine Wine Investables
Index – average
over the year

12%

17.8

0.15%

4.2%

Stamp

Stanley
Gibbons

GBP

Annual

GB30 Rarities Index

12%

17.8

0.15%

2.1%

Coin

Stanley
Gibbons

GBP

Annual

Rare Coin Index

12%

17.8

0.15%

2.1%

Classic Car

Fathom

USD

Annual

Repeat-sales index
on 10 models

12%

17.8

1.00%

4.2%

Rug and Carpet

Fathom

USD

Annual

Average price of
rugs and carpets
at auction sales

12%

17.8

0.15%

4.2%

Rare Musical Instruments

Fathom

USD

Annual

Repeat-sales index

12%

17.8

0.15%

4.2%

Jewel

Fathom

USD

Annual

Average price
of jewels at
auction sales

12%

17.8

1.5%

4.2%

Watch

Fathom

USD

Annual

Average price
of watches at
auction sales

12%

17.8

0.15%

4.2%

Billionaire Properties

Savills

LCU

Annual

Analysing 10 prime
global cities

7.95%

20

0.60%

25%

Leisure Properties

Savills

LCU

Annual

Associated with 10
prime global cities

7.95%

20

0.60%

25%

Components

* Totals may not equal 100% due to rounding
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About Coutts

Strategic Solutions
The Strategic Solutions team at Coutts connects
sophisticated clients with bespoke and innovative
investment opportunities. Our services include a
Corporate Finance Referral Service, Investment
Opportunities Service, Real Estate Investment
Service and the Coutts Institute. In addition, for
clients with specific interests, for example, fashion
and luxury, wine, art, jewellery or classic cars, we can
refer them to the most appropriate, independent
subject matter experts.
Our connections enable us to identify attractive
opportunities for our clients who have increasingly
diverse needs. We draw on the extensive experience
of our in-house specialists to facilitate introductions
to a carefully selected network of third party
providers.

Our specialists have extensive experience across a
wide range of sectors including financial services, real
estate and alternative investments. Opportunities are
sourced from within the RBS Group, third parties as
well as its clients.
We have a diverse global client base including highnet-worth individuals, pension funds, charities,
endowments and high profile family offices. Our
client base spans many geographies, including the
UK, Switzerland, Asia and the Middle East.
To find out more about Strategic Solutions please
contact strategicsolutions@coutts.com

coutts index

We are not benchmark driven investors – our primary
aim is to deliver long-term returns that allow our
clients to grow or maintain the future purchasing
power of their wealth. We work closely to understand
their specific needs and aspirations when building
portfolios, and a flexible, risk-aware approach is the
hallmark of this dialogue.

Investment Office
The Investment Office provides discretionary and
advisory investment solutions to our ultra-high-net
worth and high-net-worth clients. Driven by our
three regional Chief Investment Officers in the UK,
Europe and Asia, we manage in excess of £31bn for
a diverse global client base including individuals,
pension funds, charities, endowments and
high-profile family offices.
Combining our global reach, extensive technical
expertise and dedicated client focus, our offering
is designed to meet the needs of a unique and
demanding client. From unitised solutions providing
cost-effective access to our investment expertise to
highly tailored, individual discretionary investment
management, we provide solutions that are aligned to
their needs and objectives.

Our investment process integrates macro-economic
analysis, a disciplined approach to valuation and
technical analysis on market timing. A dedicated
team of product analysts identify investment
opportunities that deliver against our house strategy.
Our portfolio managers then build client portfolios
using a wide range of asset classes and investment
products, including direct equity and bond holdings,
passive vehicles and best of breed third party funds
including hedge funds.
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This is a financial promotion for UK regulatory purposes.
The value of investments, and the income from them, can go down as well as up, and you may not recover the amount of your original investment. Past
performance should not be taken as a guide to future performance. Where an investment involves exposure to a foreign currency, changes in rates of exchange
may cause the value of the investment, and the income from it, to go up or down. In the case of some investments, there is no recognised market for them and
it may therefore be difficult for you to deal in them or obtain reliable information about their value or the extent of the risks to which they are exposed.
The views and opinions expressed in the articles are solely those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the policy or position of Coutts. The content
of this report also does not constitute advice whatsoever from Coutts and Coutts will not be liable for any loss arising from your reliance on any of the
information contained in it.
This document is produced by Coutts for information purposes only and for the sole use of the recipient and may not be reproduced in part or full without
the prior permission of Coutts.
The information in this document is not intended as an offer or solicitation to buy or sell securities or any other investment or banking product, nor does
it constitute a personal recommendation. Nothing in this material constitutes investment, legal, credit, accounting or tax advice, or a representation that any
investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate to your individual circumstances.
The information in this document is believed to be correct but cannot be guaranteed. Any opinion or forecast constitutes our judgment as at the date of issue
and is subject to change without notice. The analysis contained in this document has been procured, and may have been acted upon, by Coutts and connected
companies for their own purposes, and the results are being made available to you on this understanding. To the extent permitted by law and without being
inconsistent with any applicable regulation, neither Coutts nor any connected company accepts responsibility for any direct or indirect or consequential loss
suffered by you or any other person as a result of your acting, or deciding not to act, in reliance upon such information, opinions and analysis.
References in this document to Coutts are to any of the various companies in the Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS) Group operating/trading under the name
Coutts and not necessarily to any specific Coutts company. The following is a (non-exhaustive) list of entities which form part of Coutts, which in turn belongs
to the Wealth Division of RBS Group:
Coutts & Co. Registered in England No. 36695. Registered office: 440 Strand, London WC2R 0QS. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority.
Coutts & Co Ltd, Stauffacherstrasse 1, 8022 Zurich, Switzerland. Licensed by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority FINMA for banking and securities
dealing.
The Royal Bank of Scotland International Limited (RBS International) trading as Coutts Channel Islands. Registered Office: P.O. Box 64, Royal Bank House, 71
Bath Street, St. Helier, Jersey JE4 8PJ. Regulated by the Jersey Financial Services Commission. Business address: 23-25 Broad Street, St Helier, Jersey JE4 8ND.
Regulated by the Guernsey Financial Services Commission and licensed under the Insurance Managers and Insurance Intermediaries (Bailiwick of Guernsey)
Law, 2002 and the Protection of Investors (Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law, 1987, as amended. Guernsey business address: P.O. Box 62, Royal Bank Place, 1 Glategny
Esplanade, St. Peter Port, Guernsey, GY1 4BQ.
Trading in the Isle of Man as Coutts Isle of Man. Licensed by the Financial Supervision Commission of the Isle of Man and registered with the Insurance and
Pensions Authority in respect of general business. Business address: Royal Bank House, 2 Victoria Street, Douglas, Isle of Man IM99 1NJ.
The Royal Bank of Scotland International Limited trades in Jersey and Guernsey as Coutts & Co Channel Islands and as Coutts, and in the Isle of Man as Coutts
& Co Isle of Man and as Coutts.
Coutts & Co Ltd, Monaco Branch is a branch of Coutts & Co Ltd and is regulated by the Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel (ACP) and by the Commission de
Contrôle des Activités Financières (CCAF).
Coutts & Co (Cayman) Limited. Registered office: Coutts House, 1446 West Bay Road, PO Box 707, Grand Cayman KY1-1107, Cayman Islands. Licensed under
the Banks and Trust Companies Law (2009 Revision).
Coutts & Co Ltd Singapore Branch (Regd No. S95FC5046K) is a merchant bank approved as a financial institution under the Monetary Authority of Singapore
Act, Chapter 186 of Singapore and an exempt Financial Adviser under the Financial Advisers Act, Chapter 110 of Singapore and an Exempt Capital Markets
Services licence holder under the Securities and Futures Act, Chapter 289 of Singapore. The registered address for Coutts & Co Ltd, Singapore Branch is Level
24, One Raffles Quay, South Tower, Singapore 048583.
Coutts & Co Ltd, Hong Kong Branch, is an authorised institution within the meaning of the Banking Ordinance (Cap. 155, the Laws of Hong Kong) and a
registered institution (CE Number: ABR813) under the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571, the Laws of Hong Kong) carrying on Type 1 (dealing in
securities), Type 4 (advising on securities) and Type 9 (asset management) regulated activities. The registered address for Coutts & Co Ltd, Hong Kong Branch, is
26/FAIA Central, 1 Connaught Road Central, Hong Kong.
Coutts & Co (Registered in England No. 36695), DIFC Branch, is regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority (DFSA). The registered address for
Coutts & Company DIFC Branch is Office 507, Level 5, Gate Precinct Building 5, Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC), Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
This marketing material is intended for wholesale Professional clients only and not for Retail clients. No other person should act upon it. The financial products/
financial services to which this marketing material relates is only made available to customers who meet the regulatory criteria to be a Client as defined by
section 2.3 of the DFSA Conduct of Business rules (COB).
Coutts & Co (Registered in England No. 36695), QFC Branch, is regulated by the Qatar Financial Centre Regulatory Authority (QFCRA). The registered address
for Coutts & Company QFC Branch is Level 12, Qatar Financial Centre, West Bay, PO Box 23245, Doha, Qatar. This marketing material is intended for Business
clients only and not for Retail clients. No other person should act upon it.
UAE Representative offices: Coutts & Co (Registered in England No. 36695) Dubai representative office is regulated by the Central Bank of the United Arab
Emirates. Coutts & Co (Registered in England No. 36695) Abu Dhabi representative office is regulated by the Central Bank of the United Arab Emirates.
© Coutts & Co 2013. All rights reserved.
Coutts specifically prohibits the redistribution of this material in whole or in part without the written permission of Coutts and Coutts accepts no liability
whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this respect.
Published December 2013

Wealth division of Royal Bank of Scotland Group.
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